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Abstract
The established findings of lower representation of minority population in clinical trials are skewed by the national representation
of the US population by race where they account only for 30%, making it difficult to compare the participation rate by race. We
report the direct age-adjusted demographic and socioeconomic disparities in clinical trial participation among cancer survivors
using the most recent national survey data. In 2018, 7.1% of cancer survivors reported participating in the clinical trial as a part of
their cancer treatment. The participation rate was significantly higher among younger adults (age 18–24, 19.1%), male (8.5%),
black (19.8%), and Hispanic (14.4%) cancer survivors, while rate was lower among female (4.2%), and white (5.4%). By marital
status, 8.5% of unmarried and 3.5% of married cancer survivors reported clinical trial participation. These results help explain the
demographic disparities in cancer survivors and drawing attention to targeted education and awareness intervention for ideal
cancer care.
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Introduction

Demographic disparities have been described previously
among ethnic minorities who are consistently underrepresent-
ed. Previous studies have focused on the representation of
racial profile in clinical trials consisting of the overwhelming-
ly white population [1]. It is not surprising that the White
population presentation is higher in clinical trials looking at
the US population distribution by race, which reports 76.5%
white population [2]. While we already know about the racial
representation, the age-adjusted demographic distribution of
cancer survivors participated in clinical trials has not been
previously described. The study reports the clinical trial par-
ticipation rate in cancer survivors among each demographic

classification, which include age, gender, race, marital status,
education, income, and number of cancers.

Method

Data were analyzed in 2020 from 14 states (Delaware, Georgia,
Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan,
Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, South Dakota, Wisconsin,
Virgin Islands) using the optional module on Cancer
Survivorship between 2016 and 2018 Behavioral Risk Factor
Surveillance System (BRFSS). BRFSS is a population-based
annual health survey conducted by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). Individuals with a history of
cancer (cancer survivors) were identified if they answered “yes”
to any of following questions: “(Ever told) you had skin can-
cer?” and “(Ever told) you had any other types of cancer?” The
sample was restricted to cancer survivors who responded to the
question, “Did you participate in a clinical trial as part of your
cancer treatment?” (N = 18,084). The response was dichoto-
mized and used to calculate the direct age-adjusted prevalence
applying the recommended weights to account for the BRFSS
complex sampling design [3]. Direct age adjustment was based
on the standard 2010 US Census population using age
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categories reported in the figure. Reported observations are
unweighted while percentages are weighted. Data were ana-
lyzed using STATA-v16.1 (StataCorp).

Result

Figure 1 displays the clinical trial participation prevalence by
cancer survivors’ demographics and socioeconomic charac-
teristics. The overall prevalence of clinical trial participation
among cancer survivors was 6.8% with a varied demographic
distribution. The prevalence was highest among younger
adults aged 18–24 years (19.1%) and among the middle-
aged group, 45–54 years (7.8%). Cancer trial participation
was more likely among male (8.5%) and less likely among
female (4.2%). When stratified by race, the prevalence of can-
cer trial participation was highest among non-Hispanic blacks
(19.8%), lowest among non-Hispanic other including
American India/Alaska Native, Hawaiian/Pacific Islander,
and Asian (2.8%). By socioeconomic status, the clinical trial
participation rate was lowest among survivors with a college
education (4.2–4.3%) and higher among higher annual

income groups (10.7% in more than $50,000 income group
vs. 7.25 in less than $15,000 income group). Overall, cancer
survivors were more likely to participate if they had three or
more concomitant cancers (20.3%).

Discussion

Using the national population-based data, our study found that
younger, non-Hispanic black, male cancer survivors with
higher annual income > $50,000 were more likely to have
participated in a clinical trial. Previously, disproportional race
representation has been described in clinical trials supporting
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) oncology drug
approvals [1]. Almost three-quarters of the clinical trial par-
ticipants for such trials were whites while blacks comprised of
merely 3.1%, which could be attributed in part to the dispro-
portionate population distribution and cancer incidence in the
USA. Our findings could be explained by higher trust in PCPs
providing cancer care, monetary compensation, interest in the
alternative medicine, or increased awareness about clinical
trials in addition to a willingness to participate among the

Fig. 1 Prevalence of cancer
clinical trial participation by
demographics of cancer
survivors, United States, 2016–
2018. D/W/S: Divorced/
Widowed/ Separated. Numbers
are unweighted and percentages
are weighted
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racial minorities [4]. Furthermore, we also found that women,
older adults, and cancer survivors of the lower-income group
were less likely to have enrolled in clinical trials compared to
men, and younger patients, and high-income group respec-
tively, which is consistent with studies of clinical trial enroll-
ments [5, 6].

In our analysis, we found that survivors with high school or
lesser education were more likely to participate compared to
those with college education. A study using internet-based
treatment decision tool found that patients with lower educa-
tion were less likely to participate in a cancer clinical trial [6].
However, this study was limited to breast, colorectal, lung, or
prostate cancer treatment and suffered from the small sample
size. In contrast, our study had considered a broader definition
of cancer survivors with a larger sample size representative of
the national average. Although, counter-intuitively, a lower
participation rate could also reflect the skeptical sentiment
regarding clinical trials among the well-educated. Clinical trial
enrollment for non-cancer studies has previously described no
influence of education [7]. However, our study is the first
reporting on extensive data on disparities in clinical trial en-
rollment for cancer survivors. Given these findings, we be-
lieve that future studies will need to further elucidate the in-
fluence of education on clinical trial participation in cancer
clinical trials, which may have important implications in
targeting enrollment and policymaking.

Educational awareness regarding cancer clinical trial par-
ticipation is even more critical with current COVID-19 pan-
demic, which has shown a serious disruptive impact on
conducting cancer clinical trials with probable long-term con-
sequences [8]. Education level could potentially play an im-
portant role as the level of understanding for the magnitude of
the situation may differ that could widen those existing dis-
parities in cancer clinical trial participation.

Limitations include lack of information on the phase of
clinical trial participation, completion or dropout rate, the rea-
son for participating in clinical trials, and possible recall bias
in the survey data. Despite this, our study provided informa-
tion at a national level using population-based data. The large
sample size of the cancer survivor population cohort enabled
us to study accurate estimates.

Conclusion

Despite several efforts, health care disparities persist in oncol-
ogy trials. Women and the elderly continue to be

underrepresented when compared to the US population.
Whether the rationale for including racial minorities in cancer
clinical trials is framed in terms of skewed representations, our
study findings suggest that equitable participation is possible
among different gender, race, education level, and economic
classes with targeted education and awareness intervention as
health care equity is a necessity to fulfill an ethical and scien-
tific ideal in cancer care.
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